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Recent applications of eye tracking for diagnosis, prognosis and follow-up of therapy in age-related neu-
rological or psychological deficits have been reviewed. The review is focused on active aging, neurodegen-
eration and cognitive impairments. The potential impacts and current limitations of using characterizing
features of eye movements and pupillary responses (oculometrics) as objective biomarkers in the context
of aging are discussed. A closer look into the findings, especially with respect to cognitive impairments,
suggests that eye tracking is an invaluable technique to study hidden aspects of aging that have not been
revealed using any other noninvasive tool. Future research should involve a wider variety of oculometrics,
in addition to saccadic metrics and pupillary responses, including nonlinear and combinatorial features
as well as blink- and fixation-related metrics to develop biomarkers to trace age-related irregularities
associated with cognitive and neural deficits.
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First, it is important to clear what it is meant by biomarkers. A definition by National Institute of Health for
biomarker is, as states in [1], "a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal
biological processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention." This broad
definition has recently been reviewed in [2], attempting to provide a unified definition while advanced in terms of
practical and clinical applications. The term ‘biomarker’ is sometimes misused, thus, to avoid confusion, it should
be noted that the mentioned oculometrics in this article are potential biomarkers and have not necessarily been
approved by the authorities, for example, US FDA.
Aging
Nowadays, population aging has become one of the main global concerns, especially in public health sectors. Aging
has been referred to as one of the biggest challenges globally by WHO [3]. The predictions show that population of
people aged 50+ years and thereby the retirement age is growing in many developed countries [4,5]. The number of
80-year old is expected to be tripled by 2050 [3]. In addition, living independently and individualism are becoming
more prevalent, which may affect psychosocial aspects of healthy aging. Thus, physical and psychological aspects
of aging are concerned by some authorities to reduce the potential health-related expenses and elaborate on life
quality. A potential approach is the use of e-health and tele-health to monitor and prevent age-related disorders and
diseases, for example, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) [6]. Several tools and techniques have
been provided to facilitate monitoring and prevention.
We have reviewed the studies published in the last decade (from 2010 to 2019) to: provide an overview the
studies in relation to aging with focus on eye movements, pupillary responses and eye tracking; and to give insights
into the potential applications of eye tracking to serve as a reliable tool for application in elderly in relation to
neurological, cognitive and mental health. The studies regarding the loss of vision or neurological diseases that
affect vision are beyond the focus of the current review. It is worth noting however that some age-related deficits
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including the loss of visual attention on the periphery or balance problems should be addressed in connection with
the loss of vision [7].
Aging, as a multidimensional phenomenon [8,9], involves neurophysiological changes during the course of life.
Although time is a main variable in the process of aging, it is not the only parameter contributing to aging [8,9].
Genetics and environmental factors such as diet, and physical/mental activities can influence aging. Healthy aging
is defined by WHO as "the process of developing and maintaining the functional ability that enables wellbeing
in older age" [10]. WHO has considered a focus on healthy aging since 2015 and the program continues to run
until 2030 [10]. According to the WHO definition, functional ability consists of the intrinsic capacity of the
individual, relevant environmental characteristics and the interaction between these components. Intrinsic capacity
is consequently defined as mental and physical capacities of an individual that include ability to walk, think, see,
hear and remember. Presence of diseases and alterations due to aging affect the intrinsic capacity. Monitoring of
intrinsic activities can help in the identification of the influential factors and the preventive solutions leading to
healthy aging.
Advancement in the realm of e-health and tele-health has opened up a great opportunity for monitoring and
prevention plans in health sector [11–14]. E-health and tele-health have been accepted gradually in societies and are
becoming a part of routine procedure around the globe. A study on 1114 Dutch participants (aged 57–77 years)
has reported that more than 60% had a positive view toward e-health, exhibiting intention to learn and use such
technologies [15]. Nowadays, we can have 24/7 data of our physiology (e.g., heart rate) using smartwatches and
activity trackers, which is useful in the emerging area of mobile health (m-health) [16,17]. In the near future, these
technologies may serve as medical consultants to alert people about detrimental changes to their health and whether
it is needed to visit a doctor, especially helpful for the individuals prone to neurological conditions or diseases.
The neurological data are not easily accessible unobtrusively and the studies are limited [18]. Thus, the research
community is thriving to develop systems and methods to access such data reliably and in an unobtrusive manner,
for example, using eye tracking [19].
Why eye tracking?
Eye tracking provides indirect access to the neural and cognitive processing [20]. There are a variety of techniques for
eye tracking to study eye movements and pupillary responses [20,21]. A key advantage of eye tracking is the facilitation
to study human neurophysiology and psychology in unobtrusive and noninvasive manner [21,22]. This means that
the eye tracking (e.g., via light-weight goggles) is becoming a reliable tool to monitor health in real-life settings [19].
This offers a huge potential for the neurology community in which vital neurophysiological data can be obtained
from elderly population on a daily basis for diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring. Various cortical and subcortical
areas in the brain are involved in the generation and modulation of different eye movements [23]. No alternative
noninvasive tool has been proposed that allows the investigation of such an extensive neural network to uncover
some hidden aspects of cognitive impairments or brain injuries. Other techniques such as electroencephalography
and resonance imaging provide useful information regarding the activity of the CNS and peripheral nervous system.
Eye tracking can provide complementary evidence along with the other techniques [24]. Eye tracking can be used in
real-time analysis of cognitive states. In addition, it provides high temporal resolution of neural processing of the
brain areas that are involved in oculomotor responses. Such co-occurrence of brain activities and ocular responses
have been supported by local field potential recordings [25]. These powerful features of eye tracking will be discussed
in the following sections.
Ocular events
Eye movements can be analyzed based on the pupil position in the eye cavity as a function of time. This can
be mapped into gaze data, where the gaze position is estimated in a visual field. The velocity of eye movements
consequently can be derived using filtering schemes or simply taking derivatives from the gaze data (gaze position).
Along with the gaze data, the size of the pupil is sometimes provided by eye trackers, which is used to measure
pupil dilation and to detect the closure of the eyelids and thereby eye blinks. Eye movements are categorized as
ocular events based on their characteristics that are briefly explained [20,21].
Fixation
Fixations are characterized with the eyes standing relatively still for a while. Fixations are vital to receive visual
information. Fixation may seem to be static and stationary, but involves small imperceptible movements of the
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eyeballs, which can be classified into microsaccades, microtremors and drifts [26]. Microsaccades are involuntary
saccadic-like movements during fixations, but with lower amplitudes compared with saccades [26]. Microtremors
(or ocular tremors) are also fast fixational eye movements observable in the frequency range of 50–100 Hz, with
a high speed of 1.5o/s [27]. Drifts are slow motions with the speed of about (<50’/s) [27]. These three types of
fixational eye movements are less studied due to technical barriers (e.g., low spatial precision) [27], which have been
improved in video-based eye trackers. The role of these fixational eye movements is not very clear. A hypothesis is
that they contribute to the stabilization of the retinal image [26,28].
Blink
It is a short period (usually 100–400 ms) in which the eyes are covered simultaneously by the eyelids during
wakefulness. It is a semiautonomic action similar to breathing where one can do it voluntarily (voluntary blink),
or it can occur as a reflex to light or a mechanical touch (reflex blink) or occurring involuntarily with no external
trigger (spontaneous blink). In addition to cleaning and lubrication of the surface of the cornea and the conjunctiva,
it is associated with cognitive and neural processing.
Saccade
Saccades are fast eye movements to move the gaze position from one salient area to another in the visual field.
Saccades are required to scan visual field because there is only a tiny part of the retina (fovea) with high density
of photoreceptors that allows accurate vision [29]. Saccades can be executed to explore a visual scene (voluntary or
scanning saccades) or can be generated as a response to a suddenly appeared stimulus (reactive saccades). Thus,
saccades can be analyzed and studied in relation with the tasks and stimuli. Involuntary saccades may occur
during sleep (rapid eye movements) [30], in the form of microsaccades, and as vestibular ocular reflex (catch-up
saccades) [31,32]. There are experimental paradigms that enable different forms of saccades including express saccades
with shorter latencies than other types of saccades [33]. Two of the common paradigms have been termed gap and
overlap in the literature. If there is a gap (interval) between the disappearance of an initial fixation point and its
successive fixation point, it is a gap paradigm. Otherwise, if there is an overlap in time for these two to occur, it is
an overlap paradigm. Saccade generation circuit involves the superior colliculus in the midbrain, however, different
types of saccades have been shown to be modulated by the neural areas for cognitive control [33].
Vergence & version
The eyes move together simultaneously, which is usually to the same direction (version). The movement of the
eyeballs can also be toward or away from each other (vergence) when the depth of an object that is being viewed
changes [34]. The study of vergence is useful to find age-related differences. For example, longer vergence has been
reported in 13 elderly individuals (aged 60–93 years) compared with ten young adults (aged 20–32 years) in a
task of fixations on targets in three distances from the participants [35]. Recording vergence requires binocular eye
tracking.
Pursuit
To follow a moving object in the visual field, the eyes do the (smooth) pursuit movements. Pursuit eye movements
thus need an external stimulus to move with respect to the observer. The movement can be distinguished from
saccades, as it has a slower and smooth movement compared with saccades.
Vestibulo-ocular response/reflex
Vestibulo-ocular movements occur to compensate for the head movements to preserve the image of the visual field
on the retina. This movement works tightly with the vestibular system in the inner eye, which is responsible for
self-balance, and identification of the body coordinates with respect to the external world.
Optokinetic response
Optokinetic response (OKN; nystagmus) is an involuntary eye movement, wherein the eyes appear to follow a
moving object and at one point regress back. Nystagmus may be caused by congenital, idiopathic and neurological
disorders, or temporary disorientation (e.g., rollercoaster) and some drugs (e.g., alcohol, lidocaine) [36].
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Table 1. An overview of ocular events and their representative features (oculometrics) commonly used in the
literature.
Ocular events Oculometrics
Saccade Amplitude, duration, velocity, peak velocity–amplitude relationship (mean sequence), rate (frequency), acceleration,
deceleration, latency
Fixation Duration, rate (frequency)
Blink Duration, rate (frequency)
Vergence Velocity, amplitude, duration, latency (e.g., [35,50,51])
Pursuit Root-mean-square error of gaze and target position [52], and latency (e.g., [53])
Vestibulo-ocular The ratio of eye velocity to head velocity (e.g., [54,55])
Optokinetic response Amplitude, duration and velocity of compensatory slow phases and saccadic quick phases of eye movements (e.g., [56])
Pupillary responses Statistical features (e.g., mean, range) of pupil diameter, latency and peak of task-evoked pupil dilations, (pupillary) index
of cognitive activity [57]
Pupillary responses
The pupils are also important source of cognitive and neural processing. The dilation and constrictions of the pupils
are called pupillary responses. A common method to measure pupillary responses (pupillometry) is video-based
eye tracking. This technique is widely used, but there are technical concerns that should be considered in the
measurement of pupil dilations. These technical concerns can be partially solved by choosing a proper task and
experimental setup. A common problem is data loss and disturbances due to the occlusion of the pupil image due to
partial closure of the eyelids, make-up, contact lenses and eyeglasses. The measurement error for pupil size is likely
to be higher during saccades or when the pupil goes to the corners of eye images especially in low-end eye trackers.
A conservative approach is to only measure the pupil size during fixations; however, there are some methods to
compensate for the errors occurring due to the position of the pupil [37,38]. In a conservative approach, the tasks
should require limited eye movements to allow stable recording of the pupil size. Pupil size even during fixations
may be affected by pre- and postsaccadic disturbances. Pupil dilations are also sensitive to a couple of confounding
factors in addition to light [38]. The confounding effects can be avoided using short-enough trials to avoid fatigue,
for example.
There are two approaches to characterize pupil-based oculometrics in connection with locus-coeruleus system.
One is to measure low-frequency components (e.g., <4 Hz) of pupil size as tonic responses. The other approach
is to extract high-frequency components of the pupillary responses (e.g., between 4 and 12 Hz) or task-evoked
responses as phasic responses. Phasic responses are less sensitive to the light and are sometimes favored to tonic
responses in conditions where the light exposure cannot be controlled (e.g., [39]). This is still an open area of research
on how to find reliable pupillary metrics concerning age-related differences [40].
Ocular events can be studied to assess different aspects of health, and to diagnose some abnormal conditions and
diseases of neural system in early stages during the aging process. Eye movements have been shown to be affected by
top-down and bottom-up processing [41–44]. Some cognitive deficiencies and perceptual abnormalities that occur
in the elderly individuals may appear in ocular events.
Eye movements and pupillary responses can be quantified using standardized tasks and algorithms. An ocular event
(or a combination of ocular events) can be quantified as oculometrics. Oculometrics characterize the kinematics
of eye movements and pupillary responses. In addition, oculometrics can be defined in relation to the stimuli
(e.g., dwell time [45,46], scanpath length [47]). There are several algorithms to identify ocular events as well as
various methods to define and compute oculometrics [20,48]. Some of the oculometrics are well-established in eye
movement research, for example, saccade peak velocity. Some oculometrics have been introduced in recent years
and may require further studies to assess their reliability and validity [40]. Table 1 gives a summary of some useful
oculometrics to study eye movements. An extensive list of 101 oculometrics analyzed in 298 healthy participants
can be found in [49].
An important question is: how reliable are oculometrics? It is promising that some oculometrics are reliable,
currently used in real-world applications, for example, to detect fatigue and drowsiness while driving [58], and
enhance neuropsychological assessments [59]. It is a valid question to identify normal and abnormal oculomotor
behavior. Oculometrics can potentially serve as biomarkers for cognitive functioning [60,61]. The reliability of
oculometrics during standardized tasks appears to be high enough to hallmark neurodegeneration [62]. For example,
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the reliability of many oculometrics have been assessed in 100 healthy participants in [63], wherein the saccadic main
sequence has been shown to be highly reliable in prosaccade and antisaccade tasks. In another study [64], it has been
shown that the saccade latency and fixation stability in visually guided saccade tasks exhibit high reliability and good
consistency. Similarly, high reliability has been observed in saccade peak velocity in [60] in prosaccade, antisaccade
and memory-guided saccade tasks. In addition, fixation duration, saccade duration, saccade peak velocity and
saccadic main sequence have been found to be reliable in healthy young and elderly individuals [40]. High reliability
has not always been the case, one can find oculometrics, for example, saccade amplitude with poor reliability or
low consistency [65,66]. The study on the reliability of oculometrics is limited; an overview on the reliability of
oculometrics focusing on age-related changes between young and elderly adults suggests no substantial impact of
age on the reliability of oculometrics [40].
To rely on oculometrics as objective biomarkers of aging and/or neurodegeneration, it is of pivotal importance
to have a broad view on the source of variability of the oculometrics. One source of variation of oculometrics
is the circadian rhythms [67,68]; thus, it should be controlled in clinical evaluations to avoid type I and type II
errors. Another source of variability is due to measurement errors, which can be categorized into human errors in
recording and analyzing data, technical deficiencies in the device (e.g., internal signal drift or accumulative delays
in long recordings), and the incapability of the patient/participant to do the task properly. It is also important to
note that the oculometrics can be varied by the consumption of caffeine, nicotine and drugs, including cognitive
enhancers [69]. Aside from these, oculometrics may change, among others, by fatigue [70,71], emotional states [72,73],
cognitive load [40,74] and environmental factors [75,76].
There are basic strategies to avoid confounding factors and irrelevant oculomotor variabilities. These strategies are
useful to conduct experiments and clinical assessments. A strategy is to measure the variability of the oculometrics
within a session. It can be done using multiple short recordings of the same participant in the same laboratory
condition. This is useful to assess normal behavior in ocular events and to assess the reliability within a specific
condition using odd–even and split-half correlations [77]. Given an estimate of the variability of oculometrics may
allow valid interpretation of the observation of any significant change in oculometrics in response to an intervention
or internal causal factor. Furthermore, automatized protocols (minimized human interventions) and simplified tasks
with clear instructions may reduce human errors and confusions, especially if the test–retest reliability is under
investigation. In addition, quality of eye trackers (e.g., accuracy and precision) should be measured empirically for
different conditions based on standardized methods [20,78].
Eye-tracking techniques
There are different methods to measure eye movements in relation to neurological health conditions [21,79]. There
is a long list of neuro-ophthalmic examination techniques [80], which is beyond the scope of this review. Here, we
focus on eye tracking and its recent contributions to the identification of age-related changes in eye movements.
Three classes of eye tracking are video-based eye tracking, electrooculography (EOG) and eye-contact techniques.
Video-based techniques
This popular class of eye trackers often use high-speed cameras and image-processing algorithms to find the location
of the pupil and Purkinje reflections. A common technique is based on the emission of near-infrared light to the
eyes and record the reflected images, where the borderline between the pupil and the iris, and the light reflection
from the front of the cornea (corneal reflection or first Pukinje image) are recorded. The relative positioning of these
two helps to estimate the gaze position (requiring a calibration procedure). A dual-Purkinje eye tracking is also used
to record eye movements with higher accuracy and precision, where a second reflection from the back of the lens
is also recorded. Video-based eye trackers are commercially available as goggles, head-mounted, desktop-mounted
and remote devices. They have advantages and disadvantages, and hence each one is appropriate for certain research
studies. A key difference is in relation to the accuracy and precision of each device. The recording of eye movements
with head stabilization using head/chin rest is a simple solution to cope with some technical barriers. However, it
is not favored to approach high ecological validity to have unconstrained head movements as well.
There are some technical suggestions to use the proper technique and eye-tracker model [81–83]. The sampling rate
of the eye tracker is important, especially if saccades are intended to be investigated. The peak velocity of saccades
may reach up to 900◦/s [84]. Some studies have shown how the sampling frequency can affect the measurement
of oculometrics [85–87]. Furthermore, the precision and accuracy are important features of an eye tracker [78,88,89].
The precision of an eye tracker shows the tolerance of changes of the measured gaze positions unrelated to the
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movements of the eyes. The accuracy of an eye tracker shows how close the measured gaze position is compared
with the true gaze position.
Electrooculography
In this traditional technique, electrodes are attached on the skin around the eyes to record the signal of electroocu-
logram, which is originated from a resting potential between the cornea and retina. This technique has been used
in various clinical assessments [55,90,91]. Although EOG has high temporal resolution, its usage is limited due to the
need for electrode attachments for eye movement recordings. It provides no information regarding the pupillary
responses; however, it is useful to measure blinks, saccades and fixations. It also allows recording the eye movements
with close eyes as a unique feature compared with the others.
Eye-contact techniques
One of the oldest techniques to study eye movements is to attach magnetic search coils (scleral search coils) on the
eyes. It provides high accuracy and precision, but at the cost of invasiveness. This technique is evolving to become
less invasive [92]. The high precision and accuracy allow the analysis of fixational eye movements, postsaccade
oscillations.
A common issue in eye tracking (regardless of the used technique) is the arbitrary choices to compute oculometrics.
For example, the detection of ocular events may require setting of some threshold values, for example, saccadic
velocity threshold of 30◦/s that is manually set either by individual researchers or based on previous studies. To
address this, some algorithms and protocols have been developed to reduce manual choices and consequent bias [93–
96]. It is also suggested to use open-source codes and algorithms to compute oculometrics to develop biomarkers;
this helps the producibility of the research. In contrast, using closed-source codes with no clear computational
algorithms provided by a specific company may not allow other researchers to study the same sets of biomarkers.
Commercially available software may have default algorithms and criteria, which may not necessarily be proper for
a given task or experimental setup to extract ocular events and thereby oculometrics. Thus, it is recommended to
do all steps of analysis on the raw data of eye tracking using standard codes and algorithms [49].
Age-related changes in the eye movements
Aging may appear as structural and functional changes reflecting in eye movements, the changes may not be as
apparent as other locomotive capabilities. These changes may include cornea, lens and vitreous humor [97,98]. The
range of abduction, adduction and elevation has been recently studied in 261 healthy participants aged 5–91 years,
wherein it was found that the angle of upward gaze decreases more rapidly with age compared with horizontal
and downward gaze [99]. Another study with 1000 participants includes the distribution of saccades in basic eye
movement tasks [63]. Similar exploratory studies on oculometrics have also been conducted in recent years [100].
In general, it has been reported that the latency of saccades increases with age, the error rate in antisaccade task
increases. However, some other oculometrics remain relatively intact by aging, for example, the gain of horizontal
and vertical smooth pursuit [101]. The ability to suppress reflexive saccades decreases while saccade latency increases
by aging [102]. Smooth pursuit may also exhibit age-related changes, as compensatory (catch-up) saccades appear
more frequently in elderly individuals [102]. Aging seems to decrease the velocity and increase the latency of vergence
eye movements [102]. The occurrence of square wave jerks appears to increase with age during fixations [102]. Many
vital structures and functionalities may remain intact with age [103,104]. The existence of regenerative properties and
compensatory processes in the oculomotor system have been posited to explain the robustness of some functions
and structures of eye movements against senescence [105,106].
Normal aging may affect lacrimal glands [107], the anatomy of fovea [108] and the number of axons in the optic
nerve [103]. The oculomotor system can also be affected by aging [98]. The supranuclear structures act upon the
discharge frequency in motor neurons of the cranial nerve nuclei (III, IV and VI). Age-related alterations in these
areas may have impact on rotational eye movements, for example, smooth pursuit, saccades, convergence, vestibular
and optokinetic [98]. There is a strong association between the sensory information coming from the vestibular
system and the proprioception system, and the oculomotor system [98]. The decreasing sensitivity of muscle spindles
by age along with decreased muscle fiber population may lead to declined ocular motility [98].
The manifestation of age-related changes may affect each ocular event in different ways and knowing these
changes may help to diagnose oculomotor abnormalities. The neural signaling of saccades and smooth pursuits
can be respectively intervened by the frontal and parietal eye field [98]. Volitional horizontal and vertical saccades
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mediated by frontal eye field can be more affected by aging [98]. Occipital-tectal, which contributes to the generation
of reflexive saccades is less affected by aging [98]. The changes in saccade latency [109] and smooth-pursuit gain [110]
across different age groups are well-established, but for some others, for example, saccade peak velocity, the literature
is not equivocal [111,112]. The frequency of blinks may increase with age in adults by over 100% [113]. Blinks are
mediated by two neural networks of facial motor system and the oculomotor system [114]. Facial movement disorders
including apraxia, and blepharospasm, which manifest at the age of greater than 50 years can be diagnosed using
blinking metrics [98].
Visual cognition has also been exhibited some age-related effects [115]. The dislocation of landing targets for sac-
cades may reveal different adaptation patterns between young and elderly individuals [116]. In addition, perceptional
features, for example, orientation, parallelism and collinearity, have been found to reveal age-related differences [117].
Perceptual differences are not limited to the mentioned static features; but have been observed in motion percep-
tion [118]. Targeting multiple points may also degrade by age [119]. Center-surround contrast suppression is another
example, where the age-related differences have been exhibited [120]. These age-related inefficacies are likely to be in
partial association with different cortical responses for cognitive functioning, for example, working memory [121].
These findings underline the importance of the tasks to evoke different ocular events and thereby assess different
neural networks and cognitive processes.
Standardized tasks to study eye movements in relation to aging
Eye movements can be assessed in constrained and unconstrained settings. In the constrained settings, the tasks
that are designed to assess specific types of eye movements and thus participant/patient is allowed to execute
specific eye movements. The constrained settings involve validated tasks, which may have clinical applications,
for example, prosaccade and antisaccade tasks with gap and overlap paradigms. As discussed here, the tasks in the
constraint settings are very useful to assess oculomotor behavior and reveal irregular functions in the execution of
eye movements in the lab. In the unconstrained settings, participants are allowed to use their eyes in more natural
settings (e.g., no head stabilization) to do an activity. An advantage of using eye tracking (the goggles and remote
types) is the possibility of recording eye movements in ‘out-of-the-lab’ conditions. The tasks of this unconstrained
category may vary from free viewing to the functional tasks (e.g., driving a car or working with computer).
The analysis of eye movements in free-viewing tasks usually includes visualization of gaze patterns to elucidate
top-down and bottom-up behavior. An analysis on young and elderly individuals has revealed some age-related
declines in naturalistic eye movements [122]. A remarkable advantage of free viewing is to collect a rich variety of
ocular events; however, there is no direct control to obtain specific distributions of ocular events, for example,
20 horizontal saccades with the amplitude of 10◦. In addition to free viewing, a vast variety of tasks have been
developed to analyze visual perception and cognition [123]. One can find those tasks that have been developed to
assess visual attention, some of which are under the category of visual search tasks [124,125]. Visual search tasks can
be used to study age-related changes in visual attention [126]. Eye tracking is particularly useful in the assessment of
attentional bias [127]. Moreover, in recent years, different tasks have been developed to acquire relevant oculometrics
in association with attentional effort, vigilance, mental load and fatigue [40,70,73,128]. A common technique in this
regard is to ask participants to do two tasks in parallel, which is known as dual tasks as opposed to single task, and is
useful particularly to reveal age-related deficits [129–132]. Further computerized cognitive tests have been developed
to diagnose neurodegenerative diseases associated with neural biomarkers (levels of cerebrospinal fluid) [133], where
the usability of oculometrics for this purpose can also be examined. A list of the recent studies using different tasks
to inspect aging effects in unconstrained settings using eye tracking is outlined in Table 2.
Regarding the tasks in constraint settings (Table 3), antisaccade, prosaccade and memory-guided saccade for
their important impacts and applications in the recent aging studies are concisely reviewed. In a prosaccade task,
saccades are executed to cued fixation targets, whereas in an antisaccade task, participants are instructed to execute
saccades to the opposite direction of the cued fixation targets. The control of saccade inhibition (suppression) can
be investigated in antisaccade task [141]. Interestingly, there are systematic variations in the cognitive control of
antisaccades and prosaccades across the lifespan, for example, saccadic reaction time increases with age [141]. In
addition, the antisaccade is useful to reveal decreased inhibitory control with age. This has been applied in studying
disorders in association with the frontal cortex and/or basal ganglia including attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder [142,143], amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [144] and PD [145,146], for a review readers are referred to [141].
Memory-guided saccade is another basic task, wherein a fixation point and a peripheral target are shown and
participants are asked to make a saccade to the peripheral target following a short period (e.g., 2.5 s) after that the
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Table 2. An overview of the recent studies (sorted by the year of publication) using video-based eye tracking in
unconstrained settings that involve elderly individuals.
Study (year) Task Measures Application Ref.
Yamada and Kobayashi
(2018)
Watching video clips and
mathematical operations
Saccades, blinks, fixations, pupillary
responses
Fatigue classification [134]
Marandi et al. (2018) Prolonged cyclic pattern replication
task
Saccades, blinks, fixations, pupillary
responses
Fatigue detection in computer work [70]
Marandi et al. (2018) Five minutes pattern replication task Saccades, blinks, fixations, pupillary
responses
Detection of mental load [40]
Stuart et al. (2018) Walking (single and dual tasks) Saccades Fall prevention in Parkinson’s disease [135]
Bergstrom et al. (2013) Web browsing Duration and frequency of gaze to the
areas of interest
Website navigation performance [136]
Merat and Jamson
(2013)
Simulated driving Blinks, PERCLOS Fatigue detection in driving [137]
Hüttermann et al.
(2012)
Counting specific targets in the
periphery and free gaze
Fixation (attention bias) Measuring attention in visual
periphery
[138]
Allard et al. (2010) Viewing face images Pupillary response Emotion recognition and cognitive
effort detection
[139]
Piquado et al. (2010) Memory recall to auditory stimuli Pupillary responses Measurement of cognitive effort [140]
This list is merely to outline different applications addressed in the literature.
PERCLOS: Percentage of closed eye.
Table 3. An overview of the recent studies (sorted by the year of publication) using video-based eye tracking in
constrained settings that involve elderly individuals.
Study (year) Task Measures Application Ref.
Brooks et al. (2017) Antisaccade and prosaccade tasks Saccades Early differentiation between multiple system
atrophy and Parkinson’s disease
[147]
Shakespeare et al. (2015) Fixation for 10 s, gap and overlap
paradigms, sinusoidal pursuit
Saccades, pursuit Diagnosis of posterior cortical atrophy from AD
and healthy controls
[148]
Bowling and Draper (2013) Antisaccade and oculomotor capture
tasks
Saccades Early detection of cognitive decline [149]
Alichniewicz et al. (2013) Antisaccade and prosaccade tasks Saccades Diagnosis of aMCI and distinguish between
different types of dementia and other forms of
degenerative disorders
[150]
Yang et al. (2013) Prosaccades in gap and overlap
paradigms
Saccades Follow-up tests for aMCI and AD patients [151]
This list is merely to outline different applications addressed in the literature.
AD: Alzheimer’s disease; aMCI: Amnestic mild cognitive impairment.
peripheral target was disappeared. The latency of saccades to the targets and the distance of the landing locations
of the saccades to the actual target locations are measured typically for many trials. This is the task through which
cognitive deficits of normal aging, for example, forgetfulness and distractibility can be examined [152].
There are simple tasks but quite informative about fixations, referred to as fixation stability tests [153,154]. Fixation
stability tests can be performed by keep looking on a fixation target for a specific period. Fixation stability can be
measured in terms of the number of microsaccades, the length of scanpath and the duration of fixation [153]. This
task is useful to reveal oculomotor deficits, for example, in schizophrenia [153,154].
In addition to the tasks developed for inspection of saccadic eye movements, researchers have developed different
tasks to examine other ocular events. Smooth pursuit can be measured in standardized tasks, for example application
of specific oculometrics extracted from smooth pursuit to study schizophrenia [52]. Furthermore, vestibulo-ocular
response/reflex can be investigated in standardized protocols where participants are typically exposed to sinusoidal
or stochastic whole-body motions [155]. Similarly, for OKN, researchers can find proper tools and tasks to induce
OKN [156,157].
Pupillary responses have been studied in a variety of tasks. Each group of tasks has been identified to involve a
specific component of cognitive control [158]. It includes updating (e.g., the n-back task), shifting (e.g., a number
switch task [159]) and inhibition (e.g., antisaccade task); more tasks in each category described in [158]. This
categorization has been beneficial to better explain different findings in the pupillary responses. Typically, the
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review of the studies involving these tasks may support the increase of the pupil dilation in response to the task
demands. In this categorization, the tasks that are proper to study the behavior of elderly individuals based on pupil
dilations are more evident. For example, the Sternberg task, from the category of the updating component, may
not reveal workload-based pupil dilations in the elderly individuals as it does for young individuals [158].
Oculometrics as objective biomarkers in aging research
Eye tracking has been reviewed in [160] and been suggested for diagnosis and follow-up of treatments of many
neurodegenerative conditions. The role of eye tracking in neurodegenerative diseases including AD, Huntington
disease (HD) and PD are briefly outlined here.
AD is a prevalent neurodegenerative disease, which has been studied using eye tracking [62,151,161–163]. AD
has been found to alter pupillary responses to light stimuli [161,164–166]; however, there are mixed evidence on an
association between AD and pupillary responses [161]. In addition, saccades have been reported to be useful to
diagnose AD. For example, in the antisaccade task, longer latency has been evidenced in AD patients compared
with healthy controls [165]. Furthermore, microsaccades have been reported to occur more frequently in AD patients
compared with healthy controls [165]. The assessment of the effect of AD on oculometrics in long term (e.g., 1 year)
may reveal inconsistencies in some oculometrics (e.g., saccade amplitude and reaction time) [167]. AD seems to affect
smooth pursuit as well, in which slower initiation of eye movements to follow a moving target has been reported
in AD compared with healthy individuals [165]. In sum, eye tracking has been suggested to be used to explore the
traces of AD that may appear many years prior to the clinical diagnosis of AD, which may offer remarkable benefits
for early diagnosis or treatment of the disease [168].
Oculometrics have also been found beneficial as objective biomarkers in prognosis, diagnosis and therapy of
HD [169]. The latency and error rate of horizontal and vertical saccades in pro- and antisaccade tasks can be used as
potential biomarkers for HD [169]. Furthermore, such biomarkers may be used with machine learning techniques to
detect the premanifest individuals carrying the HD mutation and affected individuals from healthy controls [170].
These findings may support the usability of oculometrics as biomarkers of HD at early stages, which is important
to determine a proper plan for, for example, pharmacological interventions.
Eye tracking has been found promising concerning PD. Saccade latency is associated with the brain regions that
are affected in PD [171]. It has been found that the variability of saccade latency is negatively correlated with the
gray matter volume of the frontal and parietal eye fields [171], which are involved in the saccade generation [172–174].
Saccades can reveal cognitive impairments in attentional deficits, which is common in, for example, dementia, but
also can provide information regarding motor dysfunction in, for example, PD. In follow-up of treatments, eye
tracking has been successfully utilized to assess the therapeutic effects of dopaminergic medications [175] and deep
brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus [176–179] in patients with PD. A recent training protocol has been
proposed to improve voluntary saccades in patients with PD [180].
Clinical examinations of eye movements are useful to improve diagnosis. Some neurodegenerative diseases mainly
involve motor impairments, for example, in multiple system atrophy. However, if the neurodegeneration is expected
to impair cognition, for example, in AD, HD and frontotemporal dementia, then eye movements are suggested
to be recorded and inspected to find distinguishing biomarkers. Saccadic metrics have been suggested as objective
biomarkers of neurodegeneration for the diagnosis and keeping track of the progression of the neurodegenerative
diseases. For example, increased antisaccade error and slowed prosaccade may serve as a biomarker to differentiate
in early stages between PD and multiple system atrophy [147]. In addition, the performance of antisaccade task
may help to measure the progression of multiple system atrophy [147]. Thus, it is seemingly useful to define
features as combinations of ocular events (e.g., the proportion of short fixations succeeding long saccades) to
develop biomarkers. The combinatorial features may provide additional information to describe the dynamics of
eye movements [71,181].
There are common abnormalities in oculomotor behavior among the patients with PD, multiple system atrophy,
progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal syndrome [182]. It is expected to detect mild motor impairments in
smooth pursuit and OKN. The presence of saccade inaccuracies has been found in PD, multiple system atrophy,
progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal syndrome [182]. Some abnormalities such as apraxia (increased
latency) of saccades are expected to appear only in corticobasal syndrome among all mentioned disorders [182].
These results may suggest that to differentiate similar conditions, multiple biomarkers may be required.
So far, recent studies attempting to find irregularities in eye movements and pupillary responses with regard to
AD, HD and PD have been briefly discussed. The following subsections are the categories of prevalent health issues
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in elderly individuals, where eye tracking has been found useful to address these problems and are potential areas
to further develop biomarkers based on eye-tracking data. The main idea in the following discussion is to see how
eye tracking can be used for active aging.
Balance
A prevalent issue with aging is gradual decline in the control of limbs, leading to compromised balance and
increased risk of falling [183]. Saccadic metrics can be used to assess the training programs for fall prevention in
elderly individuals [184]. The age-related deficits may originate from the degradation of visual perception of the
depth and distance in relation to the obstacles on sideways [185,186].
In addition, oculomotor assessments can be used to test the vestibular function in association with balance [187].
Age-related deficits can be reflected in saccade, smooth pursuit and OKN, especially over the age of 60 and 70
years [111,187–190]. Aging is associated with decreased gain of the vestibule-ocular reflex [191]. This decrease has
been evidenced to be compensated by catch-up saccades. The amplitude of these compensatory saccades has been
deemed as useful oculometrics to characterize vestibular function in relation to aging [191].
Hearing
Elderly individuals may have more difficulties understanding conversations in noisy situations than young individ-
uals [192]. In this regard, eye tracking has been found useful to study speech processing across the life span [192]. As
such, it has been found from pupil dilation that it is more effortful to comprehend spoken sentences by elderly adults
compared with young adults [193]. Eye fixation is useful to objectively evaluate speech processing in middle-aged
and elderly individuals [194]. Sound localization deteriorates with aging [195]. Enhanced visual perception using eye
tracking may facilitate sound localization in elderly individuals [196].
Sleeping
Eye movement research has also been recruited in the study of aging impacts on sleeping. Sleep quality can be
quantified using polysomnography, which includes recording of eye movements through EOG to detect sleep
stages [197], for example, rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep versus non-REM sleep. There is evidence that the
pattern of sleeping varies with age. Elderly adults tend to sleep less and awaken more frequently than young
adults [198]. There is an association between decreased slow wave activity in non-REM sleep and impaired long-term
retention of episodic memories, which may develop due to aging in elderly population [199]. This is further useful
to assess REM sleep behavior in elderly in connection with cognitive decline or neurodegenerative disorders such
as Parkinsonism [200]. As such, idiopathic REM is suggested as an early sign to diagnose PD [201]. Sleep quality in
young and middle-aged adults plays an important role in the prevention of cognitive declines [202].
Stress & anxiety
Stress and anxiety are highly prevalent [203]. Elderly individuals, especially those above 60 years [204], are more
vulnerable to stress and anxiety due to loneliness and other contributing factors, for example, hormonal variations.
Among all, chronic stress is suspected to accelerate the process of aging [205]. Thus, there is a growing area of
research to find biomarkers for oxidative and nitrosative stress, which are speculated to accelerate aging [206]. The
eye movement research in this area may provide more evidence in the association between stress and anxiety from
one side with age-related disorders and diseases, for example, AD on the other side [207].
In [208], a number of potential biomarkers for oxidative stress have been assessed in association with neurocognitive
impairment, in which the time ratio of REM has been found useful to be significantly correlated with the mild
cognitive impairment. In addition, some properties of REM sleep have been proposed as the biomarkers for
prognosis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and the trauma-related psychiatric disorders [209]. The eye-
movement desensitization and reprocessing, developed by Shapiro [210] in 1990s, is currently a common clinical
protocol to treat PTSD. The technique is developed to fade or disturb the memories associated with PTSD via
specific patterns of eye movements during memory recall. Using eye tracking, the quality of therapies can be
assessed based on the quantification of eye movements in relation to subjective evaluations to reduce stress and
anxiety [211,212].
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Cognition & cognitive ergonomics
Eye tracking plays an important role to our understanding of memory [213,214], attention [136] and decision-
making [215]. Using eye tracking to infer about cognitive processes not only facilitates the theoretical and fundamental
studies but also has empirical application concerning the issue of aging, for example, in safe driving [216].
All types of ocular events may contain cognitive information. Fixations can be used as a measure to study spatial
memory in young and elderly adults [213,217]. Spatial memory is a cognitive ability, for example, in navigation to
find a pathway between two geographical locations [218,219] that is negatively affected by aging [220]. The age-related
gradual loss in the ability of auditory localization has also been studied using fixations [221]. The study of pupillary
responses in a multiobject tracking task has revealed stroke-related cognitive deficits in addition to impairments in
spatial attention [222].
It is also quite interesting to see how eye tracking can reveal age-related changes of emotion [223]. Young adults have
been shown to identify facial expressions better than elderly adults [224]. Eye tracking helps to infer about perceptual
strategies and age-related difficulties of encoding visual data [225]. For example, to analyze visual inspection of faces,
the time spent looking at upper parts of the faces, for example, eye brow, eyes, forehead wrinkles, in comparison to
the lower parts, for example, lips can be measured [224]. Eye movements are also an important modality to develop
emotional aspects of human–machine interactions that can be useful for the daily care for elderly individuals.
Another application of eye tracking lies within cognitive ergonomics [226] and neuroergonomics [227,228] to adjust
the usability properties of devices based on the cognitive capacities of human in different ages. The current focus
on the issue of aging is beyond physical declines [229–231]. Eye tracking plays an important role in neuroergonomics
to model age-related variations in human–machine interactions [227], to improve the console interface design for
elderly individuals. It is an area that the eye-tracking technology is used to measure mental (cognitive) load of
performing a task [232–234]. This area is aimed to impede fatigue to reduce human errors and thereby enhancing
productivity [71,235].
Pain
Oculometrics may also be used as potential biomarkers of pain, for example, to reveal attentional bias towards
pain stimuli [236] and pain management and distraction [237–239]. Valid and reliable tools have been suggested to
assess pain in elderly individuals [240]. Given the pain-related applications and the prevalence of pain among elderly
individuals [240], further research may reveal the oculometrics that can serve as objective biomarkers of pain.
Mental disorders: schizophrenia, schizotypal & delusional disorders
Although schizophrenia normally begins at young adulthood around the age of 30 years or earlier, it is considered
a chronic long-life mental disorder, a causal factor of disability in youth and elderly [241], and it is associated with
obesity, poor diet, sedentary lifestyles and smoking [242–244]. Eye tracking can be used to assess the treatments of
the disorder [153,154]. The assessment of the disorder may involve standardized tests for smooth pursuit, fixation
stability and scanpath [153]. Eye tracking also helps to find distinctive features to classify Schizophrenia from other
mental disorders, for example, obsessive compulsive disorder [154]. In addition, antisocial personality disorder,
drug consumptions (including alcohol, cocaine and heroin [245]), dyslexia, autism, the acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome dementia complex are among other mental disorders, where eye tracking is beneficial for diagnosis [246].
Smooth pursuit is indeed relevant to detect many of the mental disorders [246].
Conclusion
The current findings support the high impact of eye tracking as a powerful tool to provide objective biomarkers to
assist healthy aging, diagnosis of the disorders and diseases associated with aging, and neurodegeneration, follow-up
of disease progression and therapy effectiveness, and possibly reversing some age-related deficits. The development
of oculometrics as biomarkers for aging requires technical knowledge to properly use eye tracking. Practical
implications toward the use of oculometrics as potential objective biomarkers of neurological or psychological
deficits among elderly individuals have been provided. Although many studies have found eye tracking to be a
useful tool in aging research, the eye-tracking studies are still limited concerning unconstrained (natural) settings.
Less-explored oculometrics (e.g., nonlinear and combinatorial features) and blink- and fixation-related metrics to
develop biomarkers are suggested to be explored pertaining to the aging issues.
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Future perspective
Given the findings, future research to develop biomarkers for aging and neurodegeneration is facilitated. As an
important application, eye tracking can be applied to counteract aging effects via increased neuroplasticity, which
has been successfully applied for active aging [247], cognitive rehabilitation [248] and oculomotor training in mild
traumatic brain injury [249]. Eye-tracking studies on young and elderly individuals have provided normative values
for some oculometrics [40,250]. This may help finding irregularities in eye movements due to a disease or disorder,
and thereby going through the standard procedures for verification of sensitivity, specificity and reliability of the
oculometrics as objective biomarkers. A strategy to develop oculometrics as biomarkers is to identify currently
used biomarkers of neurodegenerative diseases [251,252], their benefits (e.g., accuracy and specificity) and drawbacks
(e.g., invasiveness and costs), and whether eye tracking can provide comparable alternatives.
Advanced statistical methods and machine-learning tools are required to accurately detect abnormalities occurring
in a number of oculometrics. In this view, a set of relevant oculometrics may be considered as potential objective
biomarker identifying a neurodegenerative disease or to support clinical decisions.
Furthermore, it appears that the current sets of oculometrics that have been used in the literature are very limited.
A great body of the research on age-related alterations of eye movements has been dedicated to the study of saccades
and pupillary responses. It is thus suggested to use broader categories of oculometrics as biomarkers, since they may
convey complementary psychophysiological information. Further to the combinatorial features mentioned earlier,
an informative class of features are nonlinear features [40,253–258]. The interpretation of nonlinear features, however,
may not be as easy as coarse-grained features such as the frequency of saccades. The reliability of nonlinear features
from eye movements and pupillary response are required to be studied [40].
A multidisciplinary view may ease the speculation on the applications of eye tracking. The current era has
witnessed revolutionary advancements in different fields including eye tracking thanks to the hardware and software
advances. These progresses arise the idea of ubiquitous healthcare, in which portable devices play key roles in the
acquisition of biosignals [259], which can be beneficial for active aging and to prevent age-related defects. The
internet of medical (or health) things [260–264], quantum computing [265–267] and the fifth-generation cellular
network technology in healthcare [268,269] are the areas, where eye tracking can be thought of as an important
modality for active aging. It is important to take the most out of these technologies and frameworks to better serve
the elderly individuals concerning the population aging [270].
Executive summary
• Current literature supports the notion that eye tracking can serve as a powerful tool to provide valuable
information on healthy or unhealthy aging process.
• Eye tracking provides oculometrics that can be used as biomarkers for aging, but this idea requires technical
knowledge to properly use eye tracking and to interpret outcomes.
• Eye-tracking studies on young and elderly individuals have provided normative values for some oculometrics.
• Oculometrics not only can assist in understanding of healthy aging process but also can help with diagnosis of
disorders and diseases associated with aging and neurodegeneration, and follow-up of disease progression and
responsiveness or lack of that to therapeutic strategies.
• Less-explored oculometrics (e.g., nonlinear and combinatorial features) and blink- and fixation-related metrics
are suggested to be employed in future investigations of aging related issues.
• It is also proposed to apply unconstrained (natural) settings as much as possible for ecological validity when
oculometrics are used.
• A strategy to develop oculometrics as objective biomarkers is to identify currently used biomarkers of
neurodegenerative diseases, their benefits (e.g., accuracy and specificity) and drawbacks (e.g., invasiveness and
costs) and whether eye tracking can provide comparable alternatives.
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